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BACKGROUNDBACKGROUND



Why a target AI/AN Youth?Why a target AI/AN Youth?

� It hasn’t been done AND is critically needed!

� 2.5 times more likely to be sexually assaulted than women of other 
races in the U.S. 

� 4.5 times more likely than Whites to be diagnosed with chlamydia

� Only 1 in 4 live more than three years after an HIV/AIDS diagnosis � Only 1 in 4 live more than three years after an HIV/AIDS diagnosis 
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PURPOSEPURPOSE



Project ObjectiveProject Objective

� Develop a culturally appropriate comprehensive 
sexuality education curriculum for American 
Indian/Alaska Native youth

� Adapt the existing STAND curriculum for culturally-appropriate 
use with AI/AN youthuse with AI/AN youth

� Maintain the intervention’s effectiveness re: reducing STD 
transmission, unintended pregnancy, and other high-risk 
behaviors.
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METHODSMETHODS



Original STAND ProgramOriginal STAND Program

� Students Together Against 
Negative Decisions 

� Mercer School of Medicine, Macon, GA

� Based on the Transtheoretical Model 
(Stages of Change) and Diffusion of 
Innovations Theory

� Abstinence; Risk-reduction for those � Abstinence; Risk-reduction for those 
not abstaining; and Promotion of norms 
supporting risk-reduction

� Trains teen opinion leaders to engage 
in risk-reduction conversations with 
peers

� Proven Effectiveness
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Adaptation for AI/AN YouthAdaptation for AI/AN Youth

� Data suggests that AI/AN youth have especially high 
risk-behaviors 

� Very few curricula exist that are culturally relevant 
for AI/AN youth

� Build upon AI/AN cultural values of listening, � Build upon AI/AN cultural values of listening, 
sharing, cooperation, and integrity – values that 
support peer education
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Adaptation ProcessAdaptation Process

� Created multidisciplinary workgroup with AI/AN 
representation to adapt curriculum

� Conducted trainings with groups of AI/AN youth and 
gathered feedback

� Reviewed by Advisory Group

� Piloted curriculum at multiple sites (4 BIA 
reservation schools, 2009-2010)

� Evaluated pilot for outcomes and fidelity

� Now packaging, disseminating, and marketing 
revised curricula
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Curriculum Work GroupCurriculum Work Group

� Marco Arviso, Navajo AIDS Network

� Kyrsten Azure, Univ. of North Dakota Student

� Dana Cropper Williams, NCSD

� Lori de Ravello, IHS Nat’l STD Program

� Sonal Doshi, CDC

� Larry Foster, Navajo Nation Div. of Health

� Elizabeth Jarpe-Ratner, Student Intern

� Mike Smith, Mercer Univ. School of Medicine

� Scott Tulloch, IHS Nat’l STD Program 1212



Adaptation StrategiesAdaptation Strategies

� Incorporated culturally relevant 
content

� Stories/activities from various tribes

� Expanded priority content

� Content on healthy relationships

� Drug and alcohol prevention� Drug and alcohol prevention

� Created flexible format for a variety 
of settings

� 1.5 hour segments

� For use in boarding schools, after school 
programs, in-school class for credit, etc.
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Changes Made After Changes Made After Youth TrainingsYouth Trainings

� Weak knowledge of basic reproductive health 
information ���� added an RH session

� Placement of stories to contextualize content ����
moved stories to different sessions

� Presentation of information ���� less data, statistics, � Presentation of information ���� less data, statistics, 
and tables, more group activities and games, more 
visual learning

� Native media images resonated within the context 
of role models ���� discussion on role models added

� Role plays were very effective ���� expanded on 
existing role play activities 1414



Adapted CurriculumAdapted Curriculum

� 29 sessions

� Each session 1 ½ hours long

� Crafted for American Indian/Alaska Native 
(AI/AN) students in the 10th grade 
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Session TopicsSession Topics

� Culture and tradition

� Sexual diversity

� Self-acceptance and 
body image

Healthy relationships

� Birth control methods

� Personal goals and 
values

� Drugs & alcohol

Negotiation & refusal � Healthy relationships

� Reproductive health

� Pregnancy and 
parenting 

� STI/HIV

� Negotiation & refusal 
skills

� Stages of change

� Effective 
communication 
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National EvaluationNational Evaluation

�The research protocol and final results were 
reviewed and approved by the:

� National BIE Office

� The 4 participating BIE schools

� IHS National IRB

� Portland Area IHS IRB

� Oklahoma City IHS IRB

� Aberdeen Area IHS IRB
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BIE Pilot Site StructureBIE Pilot Site Structure

� 4 BIE boarding                                                   
schools that serve                                           
AI/AN youth. 

� 2-3 adult facilitators                                
per

� 20 students                                                          
per group

� Kick-off off-site retreat,                                    
covering sessions 1-5 (or 6)

� 1 meeting per week

� Graduation celebration 1818



Peer Educator SelectionPeer Educator Selection

� More than simply 
tallying totals!

� Coverage of 
largest number largest number 
of cliques

� Social 
networking 
software 

� (UCINET, 
Lexington, KY) 
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Evaluation MethodsEvaluation Methods

� The evaluation included pre- and post-
surveys with student participants. 

� A series of focus groups and interviews 
with students, staff, and administrators. 

� Session fidelity forms.
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Qualitative Evaluation MethodsQualitative Evaluation Methods

� Youth focus groups

� What they liked, learned, and felt most comfortable 
discussing

� Staff and Faculty focus group

� What changes they’ve seen in students

� School Administrator Interviews

� What changes they’ve seen in the school

� Facilitator Interviews

� What they liked, learned, and felt was most useful and/or 
effective 
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RESULTSRESULTS



Qualitative ResultsQualitative Results

� Fidelity Forms

� 19% were completed by all four sites 

� All 100% concurrence between proscribed and actual activities

� Need more effective means of measuring adherence

� Positive Aspects of the Curriculum� Positive Aspects of the Curriculum

� “There was something in there they could all use.  I think each 
one of them took something out of every one of these topics.” –
Facilitator

� “There aren’t really any [activities] that I don’t like.” - Peer 
educator
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Qualitative Results (cont.)Qualitative Results (cont.)

� Highlighting HIV/AIDS

� “They needed the HIV/AIDS data and stuff, but it seemed to 
me… [the students] were tired of it. I do [HIV prevention] in the 
program I do too, because it’s still there, but it seems like 
everybody’s tired of hearing about it.” -Facilitator

Highlighting American Indian Culture� Highlighting American Indian Culture

� “I think all of them, at some [point], connected with [it]… I don’t 
think anybody from our group is from the same tribe. So you had 
The Man in Maze which [student’s name] associated with… Then 
there was something in there for [another student’s name], who 
is [tribal affiliation].  So I think there isn’t anything in here that one 
of the kids didn’t grasp onto.” –Facilitator
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Qualitative Results (cont.)Qualitative Results (cont.)
� Potential Impacts on Youth and their  Community

� “People feel they can trust us, they come up to us for information.” –
Peer educator

� “Other students--who are not peer educators--talk to staff more now, 
because they see the STAND students talking with us and they have 
heard that we are okay.” – Staff member 

� “You just look at life in a different way, I guess. Because a lot of these � “You just look at life in a different way, I guess. Because a lot of these 
things…it is all part of life. You grow up with it, you live with it. It just 
helps you a lot dealing with situations and stuff like that, you know, like 
what we learned in the [Native STAND] book.” – Peer educator

� Highlighting the Peer Selection Process

� Somewhat controversial in practice.

� Facilitators voiced wanting more control, specifically veto power.

� In practice, youth were not consistently chosen based upon the 
criteria. 2525



CHALLENGES AND NEXT STEPSCHALLENGES AND NEXT STEPS



ChallengesChallenges

� No unique IDs

� Attrition 

� Management/system support

� Facilitator training/knowledge/comfort
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Next StepsNext Steps

� Final edits were made to the curriculum, 
based upon the results of the pilot 
evaluation.

� The revised curriculum will continue to be 
taught. 

� Found on www.NativeSTAND.org or 
www.NativeSTAND.com

� Ideally, additional evaluation activities will be 
forthcoming.
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Native STAND VideosNative STAND Videos

� In 2009, Project Red Talon worked with Longhouse Media to 
develop eight short videos that accompany the curriculum: 

� Healthy Relationships

� Teen Sexual Health

� Condom Demonstration

� Teen Pregnancy and Parenting Panel

� Living with HIV/AIDS� Living with HIV/AIDS

� Drug & Alcohol Youth Panel

� Role Play: Once is Enough

� Role Play: This Can't Happen to Me

� Three student-developed Public Service Announcements

� Available on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/Nativestand7.       
Or YouTube Channel: Nativestand7.
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Thank-you!

For more information please contact Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

1600 Clifton Road NE, Atlanta,  GA  30333

Telephone: 1-800-CDC-INFO (232-4636)/TTY: 1-888-232-6348

E-mail:  cdcinfo@cdc.gov Web:  http://www.cdc.gov

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official position of 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

National Center for HIV/AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, STD , and TB Prevention

Division of STD Prevention and Control
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